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ECONOMISTS CALL FOR SALARY FLOOR, FREE AGENCY,
ARBITRATION ABOLISHMENT
DAYTON, Ohio-- Sure it's obscene that Bobby Bonilla pulls down a cool $6.2
million annuaJly for pulling in uncatchable fly bulls. \Ve shudder that Ryne Sandberg scoops
up $5.97 million for a season's worth of scooping up grounders at second. And is it right that
Minnesota's Kirby Puckett drives home $5.2 million for driving fast balls out of the park?
No, but those are the guys you pay to see when you travel to the ballpark. And fair
or not, many economists would agree with Yankees owner George Steinbrenner's perfunctory
observation that "the value of a player is measured by the number of fannies he puts in the
seats."
But do you go to the ballpark to see Kevin McReynolds? Mariano Duncan? Jay
Bell? Probably not Yet their salaries stand at $3.67 million, $2 million and $2.6 million,
respectively. Owners say the salaries paid these "journeymen" players are bankrupting their
franchises. University of Dayton economists Larry Hadley and Elizabeth Gustafson tend to
agree.
Since 1989 Hadley and Gustafson have been feeding data into their computers to see
why the boys of summer bring home such big bucks. Their latest study looks at the effects

of salary arbitration -- a process major leaguers who are not yet eligible to become free
agentt1lndergo when contesting their salaries. The study is published this month in the

Baseball Research Journal, a publication of the Society for American Baseball Research.
Currently, baseball rules say a player with six years in the majors is eligible for free
agency, that long-awaited period when a player tries to secure the most lucrative contract
possible by selling his services in a free market.
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"A player's salary should ultimately reflect his value to the team in terms of ticket
sales rather than his baseball performance statistics," contend Hadley and Gustafson in the
study. "However, arbitrators make their salary awards primarily on the basis of a player' s
baseball performance statistics."
And therein lies the problem. The UD economists argue that two components should
figure in each player's salary: his performance statistics and his personality or ability to attract.
fans to the park. Since the second criterion is subjective, arbitrators ignore it during their
process. Yet when Player A goes to arbitration -- usually in February after most free agency
cases have been decided -- the arbitrator compares Player A's salary with Player B, a free
agent whose new fat contract includes rewards for his stats and personality.
The flaw? "The arbitrators use these observed market salaries as benchmarks to make
comparable awards in their cases," according to the UD professors.
So what's the solution? Hadley and Gustafson have five suggestions:

*

Abolish 'the right of players to demand salary arbitration.

*

Allow all players to become free agents after three years of service.

*

Guarantee players a specific percentage of ticket revenues.

*

Restrict each team in the percentage of team payroll that can be paid to a
group of top-paid players. Hadley and Gustafson suggest salaries paid to the
nine highest paid players on a team should not exceed 80 percent of the team's
overall payroll. The goal is to prevent "caste systems" from developing on
teams and to limit large-market teams from monopolizing high-profile players.
Experts might be quick to accuse teams like the Yankees of breaking the 80
percent rule, but Hadley notes the only team they caught was the Texas
Rangers, a team "few would accuse of stockpiling an unreasonable number of
high-profile stars."

*

Restrict free agents from signing with a new team until their old team can
match the offer. In an age of free agent bidding wars, Hadley sees the move as
simply providing stability in a team's personnel.

And what of the game's stability? Are skyrocketing salaries ruining the national
pastime? "I don't see salaries as the source of the problem, if there even is a problem. They
simply reflect that the game is popular," Hadley said.
-30For interviews, contact Larry Hadley at (513) 229-2403 or 298-8292 or Elizabeth Gustafson
at (513) 229-2406. For a copy of the study, contact Teri Rizvi at (513) 229-3241.

